Low activity of the ahr gene in the ahr dd C57BL congenic mice does not prevent the depression of birth rates observed as result of cigarette smoke exposure.
The ahr gene product is a ligand-activated transcription factor which regulates the expression of a number of enzymes involved in the metabolism of aryl hydrocarbons and mediates the effects of dioxins on tumour promotion. We have assessed the cigarette smoke induced depression of the reproductive capacities in the ahr dd C57BL congenic mice and its crosses with C57BL ahr bb mice. The in vivo exposure of animals to toxic concentrations of cigarette smoke during the period of pairing and the early pregnancy was shown by us to affect the reproduction. The transmission of the ahr b and ahr d alleles was assessed by genotyping the STR polymorphism at D12Mit2 locus linked with the ahr gene. Following the exposure to cigarette smoke the changes in the reproductive capacity of the studied mice have been assessed in relation to the presence of the ahr d allele by measurements of the changes in the rates of conceptions, abortions, births and the number of newborns per female after pairings differing in ahr gene alleles and in the expected ahr d allele frequencies in the progeny. The results indicates that the low activity ahr d allele may decrease the abortive effects of cigarette smoke exposure, but does not confer resistance to the depression of births rates following this exposure.